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ABSTRACT

This study Is a condensation of a book written by the author,

for

snore extensive information please refer to "JES.ICHO-A MODERN SYSTEM OE
PASS DEFENSE” written by DeWayne (Dewey) King, published by PrenticeHall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey in July, 1963.
The subject of this thesis is pass defense in football.

After .an

introductory chapter the author writes about pass defense in its entirety.
Chapter II is devoted to The Theory of Pass Defense; where the three
types of pass coverage are described and the five measures that can be
used to combat a good pass offense are discussed.
Chapter III deals with the Psychological Factors in Pass Defense.
The author writes concerning a philosophy of pass defense— '"Playing pass
defense la very important and a singular honor.” "It is a challenge and
it is fun.”

The coach m a t

"Build a belief and develop an esprit de

corps” amongst the pass defenders.
The Basic Principles of Pass Defense are covered in Chapter IV.
The ten principles are:
1.

Know alignment and stance.

2.

Identify opponent's formations.

3.

Know adjustments to opponent’s formations.

4.

Know who the potential long receivers are.

5.

Know the keys.

6.

Know what flow m a n s .

7.

Know what pre-de terrains means.

8.

Know what eye-control is and what responsibilities are.

vi

9.
10.

Know what the masse ie.
Maintain verbal conraunicition.

The cardinal rule of all pass defense is:

Mo one gets behind yon.

Chapter V is devoted to Three Deep Pass Defense Coverage.

The

ten basic principles are covered in relation to three deep coverage.
Also, the responsibilities of the defensive backs against the running
gases, from three deep alignment is explained in detail.
The final chapter of the thesis concerns itself with a summary
and recommendations regarding the teaching of pass defense.
A Glossary of Terms at the end of the study concludes the diesis.
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tie*
defense and all that It involves is an exacting and tit*

s

perfecting a sound defense against pastes.

First, It is Important to

Tundacnental akllla necessary to play pood pass
defense.

•A -V*l|

In addition, the boys oust have or the coach oust instill a

burning desire to excel at this phase of football.

When these two

qualities are found in a boy, it then takes continuous systematic prac
tice to build a strong pass defense unit.
It is
grog
Spaed Is important, -hen playing defense, but it is not the most important
quality a hay should possess to excel at past defense.

A bay who has

tremendous speed will rely on that speed to get himself out of a Jm
after he has been derelict in his duties and m d e a mistake that got
■

hi* into trouble.

A bay of this type must have his spend disciplined

and his ability harnessed so that he can bast use his God-given talents

m
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The pass defender who has developed good Cootwork, -which includes
the ability to maintain body balance, agility in movement and good
reactions— plus sasntal discipline, develops Into a touch better defender
against passes than the boy who depends on speed alone.
Experience nates a good pass defender outstanding.

Assuming

that he possesses the aforementioned qualities, then experience mill
saake the; difference between a good pass defence nan and a great one.
The basic concept of pass defease is to pnt pressure on the good
passer but not on the poor passer.

The inferior passer should be

allowed to throw the ball and put it into the air*

Be will, without

pressure from linemen, o v e r t h r o w and undo?**throw his intended receivers
a certain percentage of the tirae— and that percentage works for the pass
defense,

the pass defense wants to provide him with the opportunity

to pass*— so that it can intercept end get possession of the ball*

Also,

by allowing him to pass the defensive linemen ass free to set as inter*
ference then the secondary gets the ball.
Against the fine passer, great pressure must be generated and
r«_;Intained.

Coverage alone will not hold up against the top passer

(later, in this chapter

bis thought will be developed further)•

There

are three types e£ coverage used in pass defense, but regardless which
'type is used, whether it is some, man*for- 2u a or a combination of these
two, there is one paramount truth— there is no defense for the perfect
pass.

When the pees is thrown Accurately and the receiver makes a goof

catch, die pass will be: completed.
To the pass defense coach or the boy who takes pride in playing
It, this statement would be a morale*shc.t taring thought were it not for
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the fact that five specific measures cam be taken to keep the number of
pass completions to a minimum and prevent a team from breaking open a
football game.
There are five methods In an overall pass defease plan that will
successfully check and contain the opponent's passing game.

No one of

the methods can do the job alone, although outstanding success Is some*
times realised with a specific maneuver against a particular opponent.
Such a situation would be the continual red-dogging of a quarterback
who, when being rushed, Is relatively Ineffective.

This fact will

emerge when scouting a team or studying their movies.
It Is always sound football to use scouting raports to ascsrtain
tendencies of Individuals and teams.

Prom these tendencies the types

of defensive maneuvers that will best counteract what the opponent likes
and does best can be planned and utilised.
The five lectors that can give the paaa defenders the edge In the
continual battle between the pass offense and the pass defense era:
1.

Flat pressure on the passer.

2.

Delay the potential raealvers.

3.

Develop good coverage.

4.

Vary the defeases, utilise a combination of the
first three methods.

5.

Play for and make pass Interceptions*

Putting pressure m i the passer is die best pass defense.

There

Is nothing that disrupts and destroys a pass offense quicker and more

5

FIGURE 1
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affectively than attune pressure on the passers,

there m e t be seven

or eight men involved if the pressure is to be effective.

If fever wen

are Involved, the offense a m block the rushing linetaon— then there is
neither pressure aor coverage.
Most teems possess a boy tiho can pees reasonably veil when
allowed to "sit in s rocking choir** and throw with no pressure put on
hisu

But it is a different situation when hundreds of pounds of

rampaging baby-bee £ bear down on the passer with the avowed purpose of
putting him on his back.

It Is impossible for a boy to throw from a

prone position looking skyward, so an integral part of a good pass
defense plan is to force the passer to "throw from the cellar window"
so to speak.
It Is important to find out whether the "patter of little feet"
bothers the passer*

Hit reaction to pressure will determine the

selection of defenses for she balance of the game or so long as that
particular quarterback is in the game,
When the rush is on, It is necessary to continually drill into
the players that the passer must be tackled for a lose or forced to
throw the ball hurriedly,

this will force him into mistakes, such m

throwing off balance, and, os a result, he will deliver an inaccurate
puss.

Hake the passer do something he does not want or like t© do—

sakl rt— tst do wall.
The passer must be ^sag-tackled and gang-rushed.

As the would-

be tacklers "sero-in" on the passer they must get their hands in the
air, but never leave their feet unless the passer has thrown the ball—
and then only in aa attempts to block the pass.

Force the passer to

of the rushing tacklers.

During the
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liartl^nuh maneuver the U a a a n suet; always keep undar control so the
passer cannot fake i pass, Chen step around the leaping linemen and
deliver the hall*

The linemen must make sure when tackling*

Soreness

la more important than how hard the passer is hit*
There la a point to stress concerning rushing lineman*

If die

passer is facing away from the side of the charging linemen there is
no ased to raise the hands in the air with the resultant loas of speed*
In this situation the lineman must be taught to keep ’’pouring on the
steas,” continue to rush and penetrate, than bury the shoulder in the
passer and put an enthusiastic tackle on him*
When the passer is facing the rushing linemen and plugging line*
backers, they should tackle the passer high, from the top down, so
that he cannot get rid o

the ball*

The

<cn involved in the rush must

bo aggressive and tenaalou8»«»but always under control*

In meeting

blockers, they must be taught to use head, body and feet fakes in the
running battle to get to their quarry,

They must make contact with the

offensive blocker, then get rid of the blocker by controlling his heal*
Ends (or men with outside defensive responsibilities) must approa
from the outside in end always keep leverage*

hoe be to the teem if ch

opponent's passer can fake a pans, tuck the ball under his arm and take
Off for daylight to cite outside*
Tackles and guards must be conscious of the drew play, screen
pass, Statue of Liberty

lay and. the fake*^..aa run*

An experienced

line will handle the changing situations with their quick reactions and
football sense*

If experienced linemen are lacking, then good drills

simulating game problems will help inexperienced boys gain the accessar
poitfc to handle the Situation*
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A well trained, disciplined line that charges hard is the best
pass defense.

Success in rushing defense usually means success In

pass defense and vice versa.

They complement each other.

When pressure is put on the passer one or more of the line
backers must be involved.

But they cannot put heat on the passer and

also provide coverage; they must do just one or the other.

Someone

else must assume their coverage responsibilities when they are part
of the rush.
Coaches must make players understand that when extreme pressure
is being put on, with seven or eight men, coverage is sacrificed for
the hard rush.

With linebackers rushing, a secondary receiver may be

open temporarily, but an end is assigned to cover him in this situation.
Also, with eight men putting pressure on the passer they are expected
to tackle the passer before he throws the ball or at least force an
inaccurate pass.
In summation, when putting pressure on the passer, there are four
objectives:
1.

Hurry the passer, force him into mistakes.

2.

Block the pass.

3.

Tackle the passer, with the ball, for a loss.

4.

Get the interception.

Delay the Potential Receivers
The rules allow the defense to block, jam or shove the potential
receiver until the ball is thrown.

The specific defensive men involved

in these maneuvers must jam the offensive end and force him to the
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outside,

this prevents him from getting downfield quickly against the

deep secondary defender.

It also helps take away the quick or diagonal

pass.
It is easier and more effective to hold up ends from either an
inside or outside position rather than head on.

Delaying the ends, in

this manner, cute to a minimum the opportunity they have to fake tha
defensive man.

Lining up on the inside means the linebacker takes a

position on the inside cl.colder of tint offensive end.

An outside

position means the linebacker assumes a defensive stance on the outside
shoulder of the offensive end.
All offensive personnel are potential blockers, until the ball
is thrown, and defensive m m
against them.

are thus permitted to use their hands

The man on defense cannot hold— but a good jolt will

disturb the balance of the potential receiver and will help upset the
pattern ha vasts to run.

It will also ruin the timing of tha play lay

coating him at least on© step.

Regardless whether the potential

receiver la on the line of scrimmage or downfield, ha must be played
aggressively, until the ball ia thrown— then tha pass defender must
'’fly to the hall” with equally a» andi tenacity and aggressiveness,
A word of ccutloa regarding delaying receivers.
for one man to delay m

and for any length of time.

in fact, if the end is put out vide as a spread end.

It is difficult
It is impossible,
This should be

considered when asking defensive plans to delay receivers.

The maneuvers

necessary for delaying receivers, other than spread ends, include line
loops, slants, pinching cuds and eagle-type linebackers.

Eagle line

backers, of course, are those that line up either "head-on" the mad or
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on either shoulder end give the end a jolt as he attempts to go out for
a pass.

If the available material cannot execute any of these specific

maneuvers properly, then It Is best to discard these particular move
ments and concentrate on other methods of delaying the potential
receivers.

This Is done, of course, until the men Involved In these

maneuvers can be taught to execute properly.

The linemen and line

backers need not be perfect at specific techniques such as slants and
jamming ends before using them.
It Is questionable whether linemen are more effective at delaying
the receiver or concentrating 100 per cent on getting to the passer with
reckless abandon.

They cannot do both simultaneously— either one or the

other must be stressed on a specific maneuver or defensive game.

It is

difficult to delay smart and clever receivers without holding them.

It

requires an excellent defensive man to play against a clever offensive
performer and achieve the desired results.

The decision regarding what

to do or stress must be dictated by the personnel available.
Eagle-type linebackers can get so Involved in delaying a receiver
they forget their own pass coverage responsibilities.

This will allow a

back, on a pass pattern away from the strength or flow, to run loose.
This must not happen.
All these factors const enter into the decision whether or not to
delay the receivers, and if so, how couch.

Develop Good Coverage
Regardless of the type of coverage used, in order to contain good
receivers and a good passer, both pressure on the passer and good
coverage must be used.

It Is unwise to rely solely on coverage when
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playing against a good passer.

Pressure must be put on him also.

There

are three fundamental types of coverage In pass defense:
1.

Zone

2.

Man-for-Man

3.

Combination of Man-for-Man and Zone.

The theory of each coverage has been dealt with briefly as well
as their strengths and weaknesses.

Zone
The strength of zone coverage Is against deep passes} very few
long passes are completed against It.

Also, a slower boy can do better

In the zone than In man-for-man coverage.
In the theory of zone coverage each defensive man has a particular
territory to cover against passes.
offensive linemen.

The defensive men key the uncovered

Once the ball Is snapped, the linemen will show

Immediately whether or not it Is to be a pass by their blocks.
running play the linemen fire out and block agresslvely.
pull back to protect.

On a

On passes they

When It Is a pass, the defensive backs will drop

into the middle of their respective zones, all the while watching the
passer.

The receivers coming downfleld are not as important to the

defender as the passer with the ball.

In straight zone coverage, the

defensive man never lesves his zone to cover a man.
go for the ball.
attention.

He only leaves it to

When the bail is thrown, he gives It his undivided

He becomes a center fielder.

Very good reaction to the ball

is of utmost Importance In developing a strong zone pass defense.

Zone

coverage succeeds or falls on ths ability of the pass defenders to
anticipate the pass.

They cannot wait until the ball leaves the passer's
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hands to react— they must be on their way by then.
defenders ere taught to rntch the passer* - eyes.
•?ill throw.

Consequently, zone
Inhere he looks he

Very fee passers can look in. one direction and throe

accurately in another.
Against flashed hacks or spread ends the straight cone coverage
can still be used.

Whan defending their own goal line most stone pass

defense is converted to nan-for-man coverage.
The weakness of the acme pass defense is that it can be
cited by putting throe or four receivers into the same sons.
no help arrives, then one defender oust cover all four men.

If

Also, in

sons coverage it Is difficult to cover the- flat, short ami honk

passes*

*»hen deep men drop back immediately to cover passes* and the linemen
are rushing the passer, the middle area is exposed to hook, crossing and
square-out patterns.
Another none weakness shoos when the passer has plenty of time to
throw.

The cones become too largo for one aaa to cover,

la fact, when

the offensive pass protection holds up, there is actually no such tiling
as a none defense.

The longer the passer is abla to hold the ball the

farther away and apart the receivers spread as they run their patterns.
How the rone defenders are forced into nan-for-num coverage because
they react only to tha ball and it is still in the passer's hands.

When

potential receivers run thru the sones, the defenders must pick them
up and cover them.

The defenders arc forced, under these circumstances,

to forget their nonec an
into a defender's seme* Ik
only to the ball.

cover the men.

Also, when no receiver corals

is wasted because the cone defender reacts
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In zone coverage the men involved do not have specific responsi
bilities; therefore, they should not and cannot react to fakes too
quickly.
When throwing against the zone, the passer must be aware that he
is attempting to beat the defense and not the individual.

Man-for-Man
Each player involved in man-for-man coverage is assigned to a
specific potential offensive receiver.
ever he goes.

He covers that individual wher

The assignments are clear-cut and specific.

never be any doubt regarding responsibilities or coverage.
man should ever be fooled as to who his man is.

There must
No defensive

In this type of cover

age no one is wasted in an area where there are no potential receivers.
When playing man-for-man, it is possible to get more men rushing the
passer.

Under most circumstances it provides a greater number of

defenders to play the ball.

Another strong point is that it is possible

to put the best pass defender against the opponent's top receiver.
There are certain inherent weaknesses in man-for-man coverage.
First, there are only a limited number of defensive performers who
possess the ability to cover one man all over the field.
can be pitted against an inept defender.

A good receiver

Even more of a problem, a

clever receiver has the opportunity to out-maneuver an individual pass
defender despite the fact he might be outstanding on defense.

In man-

for-man coverage, it is imperative to be constantly aware of the crossing
patterns and decoy routes that the receivers will attempt to establish.
In all pass defense, and particularly in man-for-man coverage, the
defensive man must play the pass first and the run second.

If the

M

actions of the pass receiver, even on the running play, indicate a poten
tial pass, the pass defender must respect this maneuver and stay back.
As a result he cannot react fast enough to be of help against the run.
When the opposing end blocks, the defender cannot ”fire up” to the
line of scrimmage to make the tackle.

If he does, he will be beaten deep

on the next play by an alert offense when the end blocks for three counts
then releases for the deep pass.

This will happen when the defender

reacts to the block too quickly and cooes up to make the tackle.

On pass

defense, it is much better to stand still rather than commit too fast.
Anyone playing man-for-man should and must know that the passer
is attempting to beat an isolated man and not the entire coverage.

Due

to the nature of the coverage, the offense will attempt to Isolate one
man and beat him rather than attack the entire man-for-man coverage with
specific patterns.

Combination Man-for-Man Coverage
There are several types of combination pass defense coverage.
Certain combination defenses will have specific defenders cower man-fortaan while simultaneously the other defensive man will play a zone.
Another type is to have oan-for-man responsibilities within the frame
work of a zone.

Still another combination coverage is to start with a

zone and have man-for-man responsibilities within the confines of a zone.
Needleas to say, this type of coverage gives the pass defenders
various and alternating responsibilities.

Combination coverage requires

poise, cleverness and ability to adjust rapidly to a given situation.
The defenders must be able to react quickly to avoid confusion and must
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possess s thorough knowledge of their assignments and responsibilities,
which comes with experience.

When the pass defenders are sure of their

specific duties and principles, the combination man-for-man and zone
coverage Is the soundest and most effective type of pass defense.

Vary thePefenses, Utilize A Combination of the
First Three Methods
Within the framework of the total team defense there must be
games devised tot
1.

Put pressure on the passer.

2.

Delay the receiver.

3.

Get single and double coverage.

This Is done to accomplish what is needed In a specific situation.
The defense cannot rely 100 per cent on any one of these three maneuvers
but must always keep mixing up the defensive calls so that the pass
defense coverage will not be readily discernible to the opponent.

The

opponent must not know what to expectj he must be kept guessing.
Against these continually changing defensive calls, the opponent
must guess the type of coverage being used on a coming play, probe the
coverage to find the weakness, then they must catch the defense in the
one they hope to defeat.

When this is accomplished, the opponent then

must determine how to attack the coverage with the passes they have at
their disposal— then they must get the correct passes called and
executed properly— all at precisely the right time!
The percentages are in the favor of the defense.
be exploited

This fact should
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Play for and get Interceptions
Great emphasis must be put on getting interceptions.
defense cannot be content just to knock the ball down.

The pass

Interceptions

are stressed to the extent that the pass defenders are taught to inter
cept usually on fourth down and always on third down.

The ball cannot

be knocked to the ground on third down only to see, on the next play,
a long pass completed for a touchdown.

This has happened!

Many passes are completed for touchdowns and long yardage on an
"obvious punt situation."

Consequently, it is necessary to go for

third down interceptions and take that punt situation away.
wants the ball— always and anywhere.

The defense

Until the pass defenders acquire

the habit of intercepting, they must be taught to intercept every pass
they can possibly get near, regardless of the tactical situation or
field position.

When going for the interceptions there can be no

"mental stuttering."

Get the football.

Once a pass defender acquires experience and good football sense,
then he can be allowed to use his judgment about intercepting on fourth
down situations.

The deployment of his own teammates at the time of

the interception, position on and condition of the field are other
factors that enter into his decision whether to intercept or knock the
ball down.
Interceptions can and do win football games.

They do more to

break a team's morale than any one factor in football.
Rutgers defeated Colgate 26-6.

In 1961,

Three of the four touchdowns that Rutgers

scored were made or set up by pass interceptions.

Safetyman Sam Mudie

returned two for touchdowns of fifty-two and thirty-eight yards
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respectively.

Hie third interception was returned twenty-seven yards

to the Colgate two-yard line.

Rutgers scored two plays later.

With

the one hundred seventeen yards he gained, on his three interceptions,
Mudie had the leading single game performance of any defensive hack,
in the nation, for the 1961 season.

Pass interceptions

win football

gnats.
They also can he and often ere turning points in football g a m s .
An interception can equal fourteen points.

Take the situation

where an intended receiver la in the open end ready to catch a sure
fire touchdown peee.

At tbs last instant, a defensive back intercepts

the ball and returns It for a touchdown.

This is an interception that

la worth fourteen and possibly sixteen points.
to blocked punts and also take away punts.

Interceptions are equal

Tactically speaking, e

blocked punt is worth forty yards and possession of the bell.

An

interception can result in the earn advantage to the defensive tern.
Once the hall is in the air— It belong# to the defense.
has been thrown, the pees defenders must “fly to the ball.”

After It
It Is

the only one in the g a m , and once it is thrown it will not change
direction.
When making the Interception, great stress is put on going for
the bail, with both hands sad arms fully extended.
told, “Sever put the hands mi the opponent's body.”

The defenders ere
Using this

techniqus makes It Impossible to be celled lor pass Interception.
During tiie actual intercepting of the pass, the following points
are emphasised!
1.

Go through the men to get the hall.

2.

Look the ball into the hands.
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3.

Catch the ball at lta highest point.

4.

After the hail is caught, call eet the oral
signal, and put it away.

3.

Dig hard ior three steps and head for the goal
line.

When the passer throws the hall and the interception io made,
every team member, except the nan blocking the potential receiver,
seta up a running course so ha will be in position to form interference
tor the interceptor.

A n example of this happened in the Kutgsra-

Slueknell gams of 1961,

Sstotyaan Bill Spersass returned an latareeptien

fifty-five yards for a touchdown.

Whan he crossed the Bucknell ten-

yard line he was escorted by six of his kutgsrs tea&netes.
Considerable tins is devoted to blocking for the Interceptor
following en interception.

Drills eve devised to simulate gene

conditions so that ell teen naubers will reeet immediately, in e
positive manner, to en interceptioa.

Particularly is it emphasised

that the nan nearest to the interceptor block end knock down the
intended receiver,

this is dens for e particular reason.

A survey

co nducted revealed that on $0 par cant of the interceptleas, the men
unking the interception was tackled by the potential receiver, thus
destroying any opportunity for e long return.

The potential receiver

must be eliminated once the interception le made.
Everything possible Is dons, on svery t o w a r d pass that la thrown,
to encourage all aleven defensive ®»n to be alert to the possibility
of a pasa interception.

In the event they ere usable to tackle the

passer, it to imperative that all rushing linemen always turn and
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follow the flight of the boll.

They must be reedy to block when the

interception le wade.
When the ball le thrown to the left, the ilnenen a m

to that

aide | when it la thrown to the right they nerve Is that direction end
when It le thrown deem the Middle they turn end a tart throwing blocks.
The boy staking the interception will stake the decision where to ran.
Socially, a threat to the inside la established before going for the
sidelines.

There la e defensive weakness In this area.

Touchdowns

scored here are easy scores because the defenses are loosely organised*
Naturally* if an interceptor "sees daylight*** he will disregard the
rules and run for the obvious open area.
The pass .interception moot be used as an offensive weapon.

CHAPTER III

PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS IN PASS DEFENSE

A, f o . a g y p j . i y . <?,£„ p a ? ,a
Playing pass defense is very Important and a singular honor.

The

boy who has the opportunity to play pass defense must know it is a
privilege to be a part of the defensive unit.

It is a challenge to play

defense end it is fun.
These facts must be instilled into the boy vfao desires to be a
pass defender.

It is a challenge because backs are chosen first for

their offensive ability— they must learn defense.
particular ability for defense.
disciplined.

Sons boys have a

Their ability must be harnessed and

Others have little or no adeptness for defense.

The chal

lenge here is to develop these boys into strong pass defenders by hard
work.

If they have a burning desire to excel at pass defense it can be

done.
Defensive players must have a deep-seated drive from within to be
outstanding pass defenders.

They must take the job seriously and do

everything possible to improve themselves In mastery of fundamentals
and precise execution.
It is mandatory that each individual involved in pass defense seek
to improve themself.

Re can do this by working on fundamentals, agility,

reaction, self-discipline and body position on the potential receiver.
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It is the writer'8 personal opinion that the true measure of good
pass defense Is the number of Interceptions, yards gained on inter
ceptions returned, and touchdowns scored compared to the yards gained
and touchdowns scored by the opponent on pass offense.

Build a Belief
The positive approach Is used concerning pass defense.

Build a

belief amongst the boys concerning the type of pass defense that Is
used.

There are no negative thoughts about "holding them" on pass

defense.

An aggressive, positive attitude is needed to sell the boys

and this should be done very strongly.
No one is going to win games by throwing on the pass defense.

If

they do connect for one, then hope that they throw again— so the defense
can get the ball.
The pass defense men are told quite accurately that they will not
face many top-flight passers in college football.

When an exceptionally

good passer is faced, he will pass the ball perfectly only six or seven
times in a game.

He may "hit" a certain percentage— but when one bad

pass comes, the defensive men must intercept and get the ball.

The

pass defense must intercept at least one of every eight passes thrown
at them.
Maintaining poise is all important when playing pass defense.
The pass defenders must be taught that nothing can happen on the foot
ball field that they cannot handle.

Individual pass defenders or the

entire pass defense never can lose confidence and poise— regardless of
what happens.

When the pass defenders begin to worry about or doubt

any one segment of pass defense— the next step is to tense up and "Freeze."
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When this happens the pass defease racn will not be able to reset
properly to the bell, sad, as e result, the pass defense will
disintegrate and it is doomed.
Building a belief concerning pass defense is important.

Dare

the opponent to throw— so the defense can get the hall.
To aid in building a belief in the pass defease and also to
challenge the pees defenders, it is necessary to hare an BrcE&CKFTIGH
CHART.

The chart, shown in figure (1) is placed on the well of the

dressing room at the beglnnlsg; of each football season.

The following

items ere listed on the chart.
1.

The interception goal for the season.

2.

The player naking the interception, the opponent—
his washer of pass coopletions, attempts, yards
gained, touchdowns scored on passes.

3.

Tabulate the Interceptions, yards gained on returns,
and touchdowns scored against the opponent's
attempts, completions, yardage, and touchdowns.

A.

Cumulative statistics are kept on all facts that
appear cm the chart.

A quick look at the chart

can reveal:
e.

The total number of interceptions, yards
returned, and touchdowns.

b.

The interceptions, yards returned, and
touchdowns scored versus each specific
opponent.

c.

Which players have node the interceptions.

Jt'

d.

How many each player has made.

e.

Each opponent's pass attempts, completions,
yards gained, and touchdowns.

f.

The opponent's total In all the afore*
mentioned categories.

g.

Opponent's total attempts and the home
team's total Interceptions.

(The goal la

to Intercept 1 of every 8 peases thrown.)
A statement of challenge to the pass defense— "You oust Intercept 1 of
every 8 passes thrown at you"— is at the bottom of the chart.

Develop an Esprit Pc Corps
All great fighting units have a strong esprit da corps.

Every

player must take personal pride In playing and having success on
defense.

It is a privilege and honor to play pass defense.

The purpose of playing defense Is to get the ball.

(In 1961,

Hutgera opponents gained S84 yards passing— Rutgers returned inter
ceptions for 405 yards.)

It Is important to build a "bond of loyalty"

amongst the pass defense men.
exclusive company.

It takes a good man to play in such

Once a player becomea a part of a pass defense unit

that possesses this spirit, he too feels and acts this way.
strong esprit de corps.
and strength.

Build a

It leads directly to s feeling of cohesivensss

This is what is wanted.

Sell the players on the idea that good pass defsass is actually
an offensive weapon.

Playing pass defense with a defsnsive unit that

has a strong esprit de corps is a privilege and each boy who becomes a
part of this tightly knit group senses this fact.

It permeates him.

Be loses himself la

m o m

thing that la bigger than htaaalf.

There are M v t n i factors involved in building a sound paas
delease--but none la nore taper Cant than the psychological lector.

The

boys oust m a t and bo ready to play at gene tine.
Two things have been done that have helped significantly in
attaining this ia^ortsat psychological goal which, in turn, has helped
the pass defense to achieve the success which has been realised.
$•

A star ie given to each player and pasted on his
he hast for every pass diet ha intercept#.

2.

A unique word uas adopted for an oral signal,
discussed later in this chapter, which is
shouted out when a player gats a pass inter
ception*

The stars are kept on the sidelines

during the gsan.

When a player aakes an inter

ception, the star is pasted on his he lent, by the
student manager, the next tine he cones out of the

Awarding stars for interceptions has been a motivating influence
in getting more interceptions and also a strong morale factor.

The

actual awarding of stars may be original hut the concept wes borrowed
from the pages of the glorious history that General Clair C h e m w u l t
and his Flying Tigers wrote during their air battles with the Japs in
the skies, over Burma and Chins during the early days of World War II.
When a Flying Tiger shot down an eneay plane, a miniature Jep
plane was painted on the fuselage of his plana.

Major Gregory "Pappy"

Boylagton end his "Black Sheep" squadron followed this practice as did
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many others later.
It wag the writer's thought that If painting a miniature enemy
plane on fuselages for eaeh enemy shot out of the skies in wartime was
good, then a star pasted on the helmet of each pass defender getting
an interception in football during peace time would also be good.

It

has been.
The writer believes la psychological warfare.

In Chapter II it was stated that great emphasis was put on
getting pass interceptions.
Pass defease can be an offensive weapon ’h e n the defense concen
trates on getting interceptions.

Zt if a firm conviction of the writer

that, until a team develops an intense desire to Intercept the ball and
takes pride in how many they Intercept, a team will not get many inter
ceptions.

(Setting the ball must be paramount in their minds.

In every

thing that is done on defense, the stress is put on getting interceptions.
Once the stress on getting interceptions was begun, it was necessary to
have an oral signal to alert the team that an interception had been made
and that now the defense was on the offense.

This means every team

member must immediately begin throwing blocks for the interceptor.
A word was needed that vould be emphatic, easily pronounced, and
would have a "ring of posltlveness."
that would be a "battle cry."

Most important— a word was desired

After considerable thought a word emerged

that possessed all the previously stated characteristics.
The word was JERICHO.

It is a Biblical term and that is as it

should be because the Bible is read dally in the home of the writer.

1
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The story of Joshua mod the Battle of Jericho closely approximated
vhac vo* wasted for a word that would be a battle cry.
says ''By faith the walls of Jericho fell down..."

Hebrews 11:30

The writer wasted

to Instill exactly this positive thinking into the pass defense
personnel.

They roust have faith that they will get intercept ions

(Jericho**), oust have faith that they will return them for yardage end
touchdowns.
The word "Jericho" was added to the pass defease nocaenc lature.
Zt immediately caught on.
writers.

The players took to it, as did the newspaper

In a short time the word interception disappeared from the

squad's vocabulary and JERICHO replaced it.

SO one on the football

team refers to Interceptions as anything but a JERICHO.

When the

players vetch a football gams and someone makes an interception-*
invariably the consent is made "he got a JERICHO."
The word has become an important symbol.

It points up the precept

•f the writer regarding the importance of intercepting the bell when
playing pass defense.

In all the pats defense work, be it drills,

practice, or in s gams, whenever s player gets hie hands on the foot
ball ha calls out "JERICHO."

This is ao deeply imbedded in him,

through constant drilling, that shouting the word is s reaction.
A drill wan devised and named for the word.
is one of the beet and most used drills.

The JERICHO drill

It helped immeasurably in

establishing a nation-leading 1961 total of 405 yards end 4 touchdowns
on JERICHO returns.
In the drill, the importance of knocking down the potential
raceIvor is stressed once the ball is JERXCiOHD.

The defender nearest

to the Interceptor throws the key block.
Eventually, the word JERICHO p o m e * t e d the vocabulary of the
student body.

In the past year the applicants for Searlet Key, an

honorary•>service fraternity at Rutgers, were surprised to find that
one of the questions they must answer In order to be accepted in
this exclusive group vast

'Vhafc is a JERICHO?"

Suffice to say the word has boon good for the pass defense.
it e giiaoiek or whatever you vish— lt has dene and is doing the job
the writer wanted it to do.
defense get acre JERICH0E5!

That, of course, is to help the peas

Call
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CHAPTER XV

TEH BASIC PRINCIPLES Of PASS DLTSNSE

Th® p u t defenna that the writer teaches is a combination m a n 
or-nan and zone coverage•

Everyone Involved la the pas* defense he*

definite responsibilities from the instant the ball Is snapped.
Actually individual naan-for-man defensive fundamentals and
techniques within a acme are need.

This not only strengthens the sons

but also Makes it possible to use a msn-for-aan coverage when it is
wanted and needed.

It is the writer's humble opinion that wan-foreman

pass defense coverage is absolutely necessary in the development of
good pass defenders.

This is true as long as the point is stressed

that the defsader oust cover the offensive nan until tbs bell is in the
air— then play the ball 100 per cent.
The thought* expressed hera regarding pace defense have developed
and evolved ever a twenty year period.
theory which embody practicability.

The ideas are expressions of

They have been bannered out on

the "anvil of experience.*’ Experience Is the best teacher.
because it

.gives the

Experience

test first, the lesson later.

Sens thing learned from actual experience has a tendency te be retained.
Particularly is this true when that "something” is lsarned in the heat
of battle.
The pass defense has been developed in accordance with ten basic
principles.

Everything that is done on pass defense evolves from these
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principles.

Following are the ten principles that ere taught end the

order In which they are used,
1.

Know alignment and stance.

2.

Identify opponent's formation.

3.

Knew adjustments to opponent's formation.

4.

Know who the potential long receivers sra.

5.

Know the keys.

6.

Know what flew m a n s .

7.

Know vhat pre-determine .aeons.

8«

Know what eye-control is sod what responsibilities
are.

9.
10.

Know whet the

smueo

is.

Maintain verbal communication.

Kaaoraber the cardinal rule of pass defense— BO 0MB GETS BEBXHD YOU.
In Chapter V which is devoted to throe deep coverage, those
principles have b o m discussed in detail,

this chapter covers the ten

principles in relation to tha overall aspect of pass dofense.

Both three deep air four deep types of pass defense are taught
and used by the writer.

This is dime because it is felt that both aro

necessary to have complete pass defense coverage.
receivers demand four deep defenders to cover them.

Four potential long
There are soma

pass patterns that three deep coverage can not cover adequately such
as s double hook, double swing pattern.

Also, there are certain pass

patterns that three deep coverage will cover better and vith more
definite responsibilities.

Both types of coverage aro needed.

It ill necessary at this time to emphasise a point regarding the
pass defense.
eUsmenti

The secondary defense it deployed in two fundamental

(three end four deep) hut three typee of coverages ere used,

the words secondary and alignment ere not synonymous.
Every player Involved In pass defense is taught a specific stance
that he twee In each of tin two pass defense alignments that ie taught*
Stance will be covered in detail, in chapters five and six. where the
two pass defense alignments are discussed.

Basically the writer

teaches the parallel stance for inside linebackers and safety men in
both three and four deep, because they need to move laterally on their
first neve.

A parallel stance permits the lateral move without taking

a falsa step first.
The defensive halfbacks (three deep) and corner linebackers (four
deep) are taught to keep their "outside leg free"— which means the
outside leg ie back and the inside leg is tip toward the line of scrimmage.
A defensive man must never have hlc hands on his knees or be
standing erect when the ball is snapped,

never does ha "anchor himself

to the ground." by putting weight on his knees, through the simple and
sometimes subconscious maneuver of putting his hands on his knees.
An. important pert Of pass coverage Is position on the receiver
regardless of the alignment, stance, or coverage used.

The pass

defender* must be taught never to lime up "head os" on offensive back
or end.

go.

Lining up hood on gives the offensive men two directions he can

The defenders must position themselves so they arc on either the

inside or outside shoulder of the potential receiver.

By positioning

themselves either inside or outside, the defenders limit the direction

that the intended receiver con go.

Field position will dictate whether
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system of formation identification chat la used, tha safety nan
identifies the offensive hacks first and, if need be, the liae second.
To avoid confusion, we one else calls out any words.

It is extremely

important that the safety was wake specific adjustments, depending an
his call, to each offensive f a m a d o u .
Following is a chart (Figure 2) showing different offensive
formations and the word that Is used to identify each.

Thee# formations

era taught to all pea* defenders and particularly to tha safetymwa, on
tha field.

J jU ta w J & t* .
Once the dofansive Signal cellar has called the defense and tha
safety nan has identified the offensive formation, than tha defensive
perennial! snake their adjustments.
Each sum involved in pees defense learns s set of principles,
Iron each of the three fundamental defensive alignments, that he reacts
to when making adjustments against different offensive formations.

In

addition to the adjustments the defense makes from a particular defense,
they also l a a m the ratio that a specific adjustment is to he used.

This

again 1a part of the overall defensive planning, which includes playing

Basically the adjustments erst
and ends to ends.

hecks adjust to hecks, liasbackers

The adjustasnts frost both tha three and four deep

secondary alignments will ha discussed In the ensuing chapters,
Pass defense men, including linebackers, ends, end "invert" sen
must know the equi-distanee position end rule.

An Invert man is an

inside eafaty in a four deep secondary alignment diet positions himself
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at four yard* from the lino of scrimmage rather than the customary eight.
The equl-distanee position is the spot a defensive man stations himself
when an offensive mol is spread or a back flanks four yards or more from
the end man on his scrlraaage line.

The defensive men positions himself

laterally half way between the widest offensive receiver and the
receiver'a teammate lined up closest to him on the line of scr im a g e .
After the defender takes this position, he backs off to a point three
yards or more off the line.

This places him vertically at a forty-five

degree angle to the inside of the widest potential receiver.

This is

the equi-distance position which all pass defense personnel most learn
and know.
The single most important rule, regarding adjustments, is that
pass defenders must talk to each other.

They moult continually reaffirm

their responsibilities from their different coverages against the
opponent's offensive formations.

The defensive personnel will seldom

make mistakes in making adjustments if they talk to each other at all
tlmss.

The deep pass defenders must develop a "sense of security" against
long passes.

Knowing who the potential long receivers are helps provide

the secondary men with the feeling of security that is needed.
Depending upon the type of coverage— be it three or four deep—

the pass

defenders oust know who the potential three or four long receivers ars.
Regardless of the coverage that is used, the offensive ends are
automatically two of the three potential long receivers; the third

reold be the f t m
f looker

back out of the Ih m U I

or f m

oU

S» cenld m m

,

a solid f o m t l t a .

%

tv m a

thro# d M f secondary

mm oust Ini tsught that they are r « l p « M l b k for d M t h « M potential
l M H MKHtlmi.
It is neeossaary that tht pres defenders knew the difference
between ths number of p o tm tU k l long receiver* when uaia$ three deop
coverage in contra*t to four deep.
In four deaf coverage the four potential long receivers— two of
which are the offensive ends— belong to the font deep defender*.
There eon bo an doabt on indecision shone the defenders reaponsibllitles
In both coverages » regarding d e

are the potential three or font long

receivers.

The offensive backs are the hops for the pass defense.

The backs

will show famsdlately whether it it o solid or flanker fornation and
vhat typo of flanker formation.

His pass defenders enot always knee

ditch a t l p w t t and coverage they are In and using— plus the opponent's
fornation.
This la Mandatory because the peas defenders hare different sad
specific keys— frew the three types of coverage that are used— against
the opponents' solid and flanker fnrestions.

Keys are Important to eon

typos of peas defenses because they give the pare defender a **J«np** in
ascertaining A e t h e r rites play is a pare or ran.

The pads defense oast

react re all plays re passes until riba run is definitely establishedcosuMN|«iretly this type of keying is nst re important to this type of
pass defense as it Is to othars.

It is necessary to determine
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immediately the d t m t l M of the offensive backs' first two stays.

Xt

Is for this reason that offensive backs are keyed very hard.

Flow Is played when the offense Is In a solid formation.

Flow is

dote m i n e d by the direction the offensive backs (when the pass defenders
are keying on) novo.

The pass defense keys for flow against the solid

formation from both the three and four deep coverage, hut the keys srs
different in each coverage that la used.

Determining flow Is very

important to the pass defense because of the flexibility in responelblllcies that la wanted In the coverage.

Do not be forced into the

situation where the pane defense nuet counit itself— before the hall la
snapped— as to how the opponent's passes are being covered.

Therefore

it is necessary to play flow and have specific keys that determine this
for the pees defense.

Pre-detemine naans that the strength of Che defensive secondary
a U g e a u n t haa been decided either right or left— before the ball la
snapped.

Xt is possible to pre-determine strength based on personnel,

field position, or formation strength on s cell iron the pees defense
captain.

Whichever situation prevails, the strength of the formation

has been "pre-deterrainsd,M and the defensive secondary will nake the
adjustment accordingly.

When the pass defease pre-d* terrains# against s

particular formation, flow is ignored.

Xa the pest it has been possible

to pre-deteralna against s solid formation, using an oral signal, in
addition to fleathered formation— but. In present day football, pro-

r
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Star-gassing can gat the peas defender in serious trouble.

While

he continues to watch the keys longer than is necessary, the potential
receiver for whoa be is responsible is running toward bin with the
intent lewis e£ banting bin on e long pees.

Every additional eaoend the

defender ignores the potential receiver— for when he la responsibleend watches the offensive hack— for whom he la net responsible— ha la
allowing the receiver to get eleeer end closer.

Whan the potential

receiver reaches e point three yards iron die defender— it ie too late,
the offensive nan has the defensive nan licked.

An effeetlve peat

defense will not include "atar-gaser*."
flaying past defense and having run responsibilities putt a lot
of pressure on the deep defenders.
the teen tin point*.

A mistake In the secondary can coat

Beeanse of this over prevalent feet, it 1* stressed

continually that the deep becks must "stay honest.”

The pass defender

oust stay honest and take care ef the nan and the eree he la responsible
fer before cooalctlng hlaself to help elsewhere.

When an offensive end

blocks, the defensive nan responsible fer him does not "fire-up" to the
line of eerlnusge end leave him uncovered.

He must stay with the end

until the football, either In the ball carrier's arms or through the
air, crosses the line of scrimnsgs.

A blocking end deco net release a

secondary man ef his responsibilities.
his m an quickly.

A defensive back cannot leave

He la told to take oare ef himself first— then help

out his teammates.
Ends are not toyed for the reasons outlined in the previous para
graph and specifically because of what Pete Plhos— the one time great
pass catching end of the Philadelphia Baglas— was able to do.

Be
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blocked a defensive back beautifully'— tor three count*— all the while
watching the defensive back.

When the back reacted to the bleak, by

firing up to the line, Pete released from hi* block, ran downfield, cad
caught a touchdown pas*.
The secondary non are taught to key back#, to use eye-control, to
pick up their respective responsibilities— then react to what their keys
tali than.

If die pass defender's responsibility is an end and he is

blocking, then the pesa defense asa "laye-off" end plays an area until
the ball la thrown.

Under no circumstances should the reaction of the

pass defender be predicated upon the action of an offensive and.
Defensive backs should not be nakftng tackles on the lint of acrlnnaga.

Defensive backs cannot defend against passes and also stop the

opponent's running gene.
Other— not both.

They oust be responsible for either one or the

If the deep secondary backs ars waking a large masher

Of tackles, the overall defense is not fundamentally sound.

Anytime a

deep halfback or safety man nakes a tackle on or within throe yards of
the line of scrlanage, ha la courting trouble.

That trouble will be

forthcoming shortly in the fern of a long pass— usually good for six
points.
The deep hack must defend against the pass first and the run
second.

Please do net gat the idea that the backs do net tackle.

do— a* witnessed by these facts t

They

Sam Mtadie (safety nan) made thirteen

tackles against Princeton, Bob Yakalck (defensive halfback) got fourteen
tackles against Connecticut, and Pierce Frauenheia (defensive halfback)
made twelve against Dataware.

They tackle but not on die line of scrim

mage.

A deep pass defender should novur attempt to recover a fuable in
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point eight yards beyond the scrimmage line.
The maze is d i agramed in Figure

( 3) .

The grounds keeper lays

out the autse on the practice field before the fall practice begins so
it will be ready for the opening day of drills.
the fall praetiea sessions.

It is usad all during

Pass defense practice is always conducted

with the s a w .
Using the naze develops a "sense of security" in the deep pass
defenders regarding pass receivers in the eight yard area, which lies
directly in front of then.

The deep defenders know that, basically,

the aaze Is the linebacker's responsibility.
The linebackers oust be cognisant of hook passee, crossing ends,
delayed passes of all types, and backs circling in the maze.

Line*

backers oust use their peripheral vision in this eight yard area to
combat passes.

They most "feel" potential receivers coming into their

territory and learn to bump them off stride.
Deep pass defenders do not commit quickly when a potential
receiver is in the name.

Their primary responsibility is that racelver

who passes through the mass and continues on a deep pass pattern.
Simultaneous tackles are wanted from the deep defenders on receivers
catching hook passes In the tsase*

A hard, cure tackle many times causes

the pass receiver to "turn the bell loose."
Utilising the aaze to build a feeling of security has nearly
eliminated the effectiveness of tho hook rad go pass pattern against the
pass defense.
The deep prat defenders kamt they have seme one in front of them
to help on ehort passes end the linebackers know they have the deep
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FIGURE III

defender* who will help on any p * « « » thrown la the eight-yard area
known ae the ease.

This has streagtheaed the pass defense•

Defensive backs toast m i n tain direct voice contact with each other
at all tines*

It is imperative that they talk to each other aboutt
1.

The tactical situation.

2.

Opponent's personnel.

3*

Their own responsibilities against any

(Passer sad receivers)

situation that can be exposted*
Only by maintaining verbal communication with each other will the pace
defense got cohesion sad the ability to anticipate.
Talking to each other is particularly important when a crossing
pattern Is anticipated from two potential receivers.

A "switch" c m

he called in certain situations against two receivers attempting s
crossing pattern.

Only the s a f e t y n m can call "switch"*— but m y hack

can and must call out a warning to his fellow pass defenders when s
single receiver is establishing a crossing pattern.

The warning system

the writer uses is described thus s
The defender from whose ares the crossing receiver is leaving
calls out the boy's a s m and word "crossing" into whose ares the
potential receiver is going.

If a potential receiver were creasing from

Joe Kowalski's area to Fierce Frauenheim's territory Joe would call out—
"Pierce, crossing."

Once the crossing man has left the original area,

that defender "stays at hone." plays honest, and watches for any other
eligible receiver coming serosa from the opposite direction.

He does
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not go chasing across the field to help someone else and leave his own
area unprotected until he has taken care of his c*m responsibilities
first.
Once the bell crosses the line of scrlmaage, either via the air
or being carried, he then can release, fly to the bell, and help out
his fellow pass defendera.

t e U a f t i Rtf*? 9 l ,*>«,«,
The eerdlnel rule of the pees defender Is never to let anyone
get behind his.

If e mistake Is swds«*make It for dopth.

Under no

circumstances. In no situation can e defensive back let an offansive
man gat behind him.

CHAPTER V

THBtSC-DEEP PASS DISPENSE COVERAGE

Three 4*«p t w e r a j * U

the oldest and meet f o a d a n n U l typo of

pass defense coverage vied In football*
It it the easiest to teach end the easiest to learn because the
three potential long receivers always belong to the three deep secondary
paaa defenders*

A linebacker or and* depending cm the situation* has

the second nan out of the o p p o n e n t s backfleld.

the pass defense assign-

neats and responsibilities are clear-cut and precis#.

Using three deep

coverage the pass d#fender* should have no doubts or hesitation.
Three deep coverage gets noxious coverage with e mittimus of
thinking.

Keep it simple so thet reaction la quick and positive.

The first step In teaching the three-deep alignment is discussed
in detail with the pose defense nan*

A particular point is node of

explaining its inherent strengths and weaknesses and alto why the person
nel are placed shewn they are In the three deep alignment.

This gives

the defensive sum complete understanding of both the strong and weak
aspects of the alignment* and enablaa than to play the defense.
The past defense— as stated in Chapter XT— la built on a sot of
principles.

Those principles provide the foundation on which the pass

defense is constructed.

Beginning with the moat fundamental principles

(alignment and stance) the principles are taught in progression.
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The writer capitalise* on this training and ability by
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FIGURE IV
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placing him at a strategic position on defence.
The offensive left halfback is placed at the right defensive
halfback because he usually is the beat and neat versatile offensive
back, possessing agility, quickness and good speed.

Be is placed wh«r*

he is because he will be pitted against the players who are usually the
opponent's prime i-eclevers— their left ends.
This lesvss the offensive right halfbsck playing the left defen
sive halfback.

Over the years, this position has provided the writer

with some of the m st consistent and heat pass defenders.

Hast teams

tend to set flankers to their right mere than to die left, consequently
the left defensive halfbsck must be a steady and alert pass defender
because of the variety and complexity of the pass patterns that will be
run against him.

Because of this, it is Imperative that the left defen

sive halfback, above all other pass defenders, must Ignore fakes and
must not coumlt too fast.

Safetyman and all threo linebackers use a parallel stance.

They

must be ready and able to move laterally in either direction, backward
and forward.
The defensive halfbacks use a staggered stance with the outside
leg back.

Other than the foot position, all pass defense men are taught

the same stance.

Their knees are bent, ankles flexed, body and trunk

lowered, shoulders forward, arms hanging loose (never do they anchor
themselves to the ground by placing hands on tastes) eyes focused on the
offensive backs.
iness."

Both sritnd and body must be keyed to a "state of read

The pass defenders should not raise their heels off the ground—

always p*rawMuit--tlK> v>«»* defender oust always get and aatntain good
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depending upon How wide Che spread end and/or flanked back position
themselves.
Deep secondary men are taught the six-yard sideline rule.

This

rule states chat they never line up closer than six yards to the side
line.

This gives the pass defsnder the leverage he wants when he Is

playing the open slle of the field.

Using the six-yard sideline rule

along die sideline will sometimes put the pass defender in an "inside*
out" position on the Intended receiver.

In this situation he uses the

sideline to help him.
In all the adjustments taught, the pass dsfandars are expected
to do soma "Instinctive thinking."

$380.
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Once the opponent sets In his offens1vs formation. It is Impera
tive that the deep secondary pass defenders determine the potential
three long receivers.

They are the three receivers who by reason of

Chair offensive position can gat down!laid the quickest and conse
quently are the clear mad present danger to the defenee.
The three potential long receivers always belong to the three
deep pass defenders.

Knowing this instills s "sense of security"

among#t the deep secondary men. because they know exactly for when
they are responsible.
The ends are two of the potential long receivers.
be determined by the offensive formation.

The third will

If the opposition Is aligned

In a solid baekfisld the first man out of the backfield will be the
third potential long receiver.

If the offense la in a flanker formation

then the flanker back becomes the third potential long receiver.

These three deep receivers always belong to the three deep
secondary pees defenders.

Any other receivers coning oat of the back-

field belong to linebackers or ends, depending upon the pace defense
responsibilities specified in the teen defensive gene that has been
called•
Following this principle eliminates any possibility of e
defensive halfback thinking he covers the second nan out of the backfield or e linebacker believing he is responsible for an end running
a deep pass pattern.

The only tine s defensive halfback would cover

the second man out of the offensive baekfleld is if one of the three
potential long receivers does not cone out for e pass.

This relieves

the deep nan of his primary pass defense responsibility and non he can
help cover the second man out on his side or e receiver crossing from
the opposite side.

The deep defender leaves his primary responsibility

only after the ball has bees thrown— never before.
'Motion*' has come into football again in recent yeare.

It has

been the source of defensive problems just as It was in 1940 when the
Chicago Bears exploded it on the football world.

When the opponent

uses motion the defensive men are told to adjust using this rules
"Whet is the formation when the bell la snapped?"
A solid baekfleld formation can become e "peel," "strong," or
*Vplit" formation depending on which back is in motion and in what
direction he goes.
The adjustments to motion are based on rules and the aforementioned
principle that all pass dc Tenders I s a m — WiAT IS It WHEN THE BALL IS
SNAPPED?

The writer has found this approach to the motion problem

helpful and satisfactory.
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The keys (that determine flow) In ehree-doep coverage are the
offensive backs going in the came direction.
Against a solid backfield it is possible to key for flow or pre
determine.

Doing this, the defense determinea the formation strength

before the ball la snapped and ignores flow.
determine on a call by the safetymon.

The defense can pre

Against a flanker formation It

la possible sometimes to pre-detomine and at times to key for flew*
depending upon the opposition's offense.
This method of keying gives the flexibility that Is wanted and
needed In the pace defense coverage.

Raving this flexibility pro

hibits the opponent from dictating— by formation, personnel or field
position— to the defense what oust be dona la three-deep coverage.
The pas8 defense cannot be forced Into a particular coverage for purposes
of exploitation.

SasSm spl
Developing eya-control, la pass defense, la very important.

A

large amount of time is devoted to teaching this aspect of pass defense.
Through eys-control, the deep secondary man will novo to their
responsibilities once flow la established.

The first move that the

secondary pass defenders make, whan flow la determined, la out at an
angle, then back.
It la necessary to move back but only after moving out first.
The defensive back gives ground at an angle using the "footwork"
maneuver.

Ra should run in a manner Chat allows him to keep vision on

the potential receiver while looking through him to the passer.

This

1* known •• keeping leverage on th« Intended receiver end keeping good
leverage on the receiver ie constantly stressed.
Mover should the peso defender sake an inside move first.

When

the defender stoves hack first and the potential receiver breaks out,
the receiver will usually be open for tike pass.

For this reason emphasis

is placed on the importance of staking a move to the outside at an angle
first— then back.
When the potential receiver has node his first nova downfield, it
is stressed very strongly that the pass defender nest "keep his eye on
the opponent's belt buckle" while looking through him to the passer.
Where the belt buckle of the adversary goes— he oust go also!
Following the belt buckle eliminates the poesibility ef the defender
being fooled by heed, shoulder or eye fakes.

While the Intended receiver

is going through his feking ritual, the pees defenders ere taught to
watch him, ignore his fakes end ell the while keep dropping off, mat**
talning proper leverage on him.

Doing this prevents any receiver from

getting close enough to the defender to beet him on a long pees.
The potential reeeiver'e incense efforts at faking prevents him
from gatting downfield for a long pass.

A receiver in high school and

college football seldom can do e good job of faking end also bo sprinting
at fnll speed downfield.

pq«».Qgfgr*gft
ygjffM,
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tefetynen
When playing against e solid backfleld formation, the safetynan
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1* responsible for the right end when flow goes right and the left end
if flew goes left.

Hi* eyes oust move to the right or left once his

"keys'* have moved tvo steps In the sens direction and flow has been
established.

Defensive Halfbacks
Against s solid formatIon the defensive halfbacks are responsible
for the end away iron flow.
beck out of the back fie Id.

When flow is toward him, he has the first
When flow is determined, his eyes most

immediately focus on the end or offensive halfback who is his
responsibility.

htmkstpteEf,
Linebackers have important responsibilities in the pass defense
coverage.

Their ability can make the difference between weak, ordinary

oar good pass defense.
Contrary to what is taught the deep pees defenders, the line*
backers watch the passer's eyes.

They are close enough to the passer

to see hie eyes and get the direction that he intends to past.

The

passer will usually pass in the direction he looks.
The middle linebackers, ends and outside linebackers have two
rules regarding their past coverage duties.

One is a "Solid Rule* (for

use against a solid formation), and the other is a "Flanker Rule" (to
be used against flanker formations).
Establishing a set of rules concerning pass defense responsi
bilities has cot errors to s minimum.

There is no guess work:

becomes s matter of getting good execution.

It
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are responsible for the flanker and the end closest to him.
defensive halfback mast always be aware of his rule:

The

"Line up as vide

as the widest potential receiver."

S a f e t y m n wad Halfback toward Flanker
the s a f e t y m n and defensive halfback— who ere reeponeible for
the end-flanker combination— ere taught three rules regarding their
coverage against this two-man combination.
First, they mist cover 'long and short" on the end-flanker
combination.

The defensive halfback cover* the receiver Who runs a

"short" pass pattern, while the safetymas Is responsible for the
receiver who establishes s 'long" pees peetern.
The second rale for coverage When playing against an endflanker combination Is the "inside and outside" principle.

The safety

has the Inside receiver of the two while the defensive halfback has the
receiver **to runs an outsIda pattern.
The third rule the two secondary pass defenders have Is the
"change for depth" principle.

This Is used when one receiver precedes

the other by an appreciable distance or with greater Speed.

In this

situation the two defender# ere taught to go with the two awn they ere
responsible for, playing them man-for-aan, but anticipating a "switch"
call.

When "switch" is called, the deepest of the two defenders will

assume responsibility for the deepest receiver.

The other deep defender

will cover the short receiver.
This adjustment is required when the opponent tees a wide flanker,
spreads an end wide, and tends one receiver down quick and the other
delayed,

la this situation it is most important that the deep defenders
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die sot coraeiit too quickly.

It Is better to stead still than to react

toe fast.
If a • W i t c h ’* call is necessary, only the safety nan calls it.
In effecting a ' W i t c h ," the distance between receivers and comparative
rates of speed muse be considered.

When both receivers cone out at the

sane relative depth and width, there is no problem.

Deep past defenders

oust see potential receivers coning into their areas without more than a
glance at thee.

They can thus anticipate a ' W i t c h " and be ready to

react when it is called.
In the theory of pass defense developed here, a specific defender
la responsible lrwierilately for each potential receiver.

We ia charged

assumes

with that responsibility until the ball la passed or someone else
responsibility for hla.
safetyemn.

This can happen on a ' W i t c h " call by the

The pass defense does not turn a nan loose When a potential

receiver leaves an area.

They do not change responsibilities in "mid

stream" just because the potential receiver has passed through a certain
area or crossed an imaginary line.

The writer wants specific defensive

responsibilities for each offensive pass receiver at all times.

Another

pass defender must pick up die Intended receiver and call out "I have
87, Joe," then assume the responsibility of covering him— before the
original defender is released of his responsibility.

Defensive Halfbacks Away From Flanker
The defensive halfback away from the end-flanker combination
covers the end on His aide man-for-man.

His job is to maintain out

side leverage on the end and cover him wherever he goes.

If "His" end
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spreads vide the linebacker will make an adjustment and the defensive
halfback vill have help in covering him.

Should the end cross shallow,

in the mesa, the defensive halfback vill follow his rule regarding
crossing ends ae discussed In Chapter XV.
If the opponent should line up in a flanker (end-back) formation
and then put the flanked nan in notion hack across the offensive
formation between the line of serlnnege and tho offensive beaks the
peat defense would follow their notion rulet

*Vhat is the formation

whan the hell is m a p p e d ? " — end play it accordingly.
Another point concerning the reeponsibilltiee of the three-deep
secondary m m

against passes.

They oust learn to diagnose quickly

whether e potential receiver la attempting to run e "deep" or "short"
pass pattern.

This is readily discernible by watching closely the first

four stops the receiver takes.

A player going deep vill ehov this

immediately by the quietness with which he gets away from the line of
scrimmage.

A "short" receiver usually vill mot fire out from his offen

sive stance but will go at half-speed to set-up the proper timing on the
pass pattern.

These points are important for deep pees defenders to

know.
It is also necessary for deep secondary defenders to know the
personnel they ere playing against.

They must know whether the left

end is e 5* 10", 175 speedster end if the right end is e 6'2", 210 pound
"tackle-type" end.

It makes e difference.

Pass defenders play various

receivers in different ways depending upon sisa, speed and type.

The

m a i l e r end will be played as a "long" receiver while the bigger end
will be treated ee e "short" receiver end be watched for button-hook,
square-out end crossing patterns.

i

1

$2
Middle Linebackers
Against a flanker formation, the « ddle linebacker (fullback)
lines up midway between the two backs remaining in the opponent'a back*
field, and four yards deep.

From this vantage point he carries out his

responsibilities against runs.
Rule "--which 1st

Against passes, he follows his "Flanker

"I take the firet of the two remaining backs— if they

divide or cross— I take the halfback.11

Xf neither of the backs go out

for a pass, the middle linebacker drops back, covering the middle terri
tory.

Following this rule, it is possible to end up with double cover

age on s receiver but this is not disastrous.

A verbal signal is used

to release one defender to other duties.

Outside Linebackers and Ends
When the pass defense facet a flanker formation and the
opponent attempts
"Flanker Rule."
remaining backs.

a

pees, the outside linebackers and ends follow the

This rule states:

"X take the second of the two

Xf he does not corns, I drop to my hcok arcs or play

the short-fie t— depend tog on the situation."

Against runs, they go to

thair points of defensive responsibility dictated by tha gome that has
been called.
In the 53 defensive alignment, linebackers and made are taught
principles which they follow in adjusting to spread ends and flankered
backs.
Xf an end spread# more than thrae yards, the linebackers and ends
will adjust to an c«iui-distant position.
in Chapter XV.)

(This position was discussed

The linebacker or end who baa pass defense responsibil

ities, is tha defensive game called, will be the equi-dlstance man.

i

The linebacker* should t t r a u this responsibility 90 per cent of the time.
They keep their sane responsibilities against runs and passes hut Iran
the equl>distance position.
In three-deep coverage it is particularly Important to stross the
elgnlficanee of the oast.

The ares neat vulnerable to exploitation la

three-deep coverage is the short fist territory in front of the defen
sive halfbacks.

It is the liaebaeker's duty to help out in this arsa.

Halfbacks should not ho unduly concerned about this short sroa and
conponoato by making tacklaa on the line of scrinnage.

Tbs Responsibilities of the
Deep Secondary Against Suns
The final portion of this Chaptsr vlll bo devoted to the responsi
bilities the three-deep secondary nan have against ths running gens.
The three nen are assignad specific patterns of approach vhan
coning up to meet a hall carrier with blockers preceding bin.
Figure (6) shows ths routes the defensive halfbacks Mid safatyuan
are taught to follow when meeting e running play.
First, the deep secondary must establish the feet that the play
is definitely a run.

This la done by watching the correct keys,

cheeking the action of the offensive backs, and following aye-control
to see what the potential receivers ere doing.

After doing this, if

the«re are any remaining doubts they must "play the pass first and run
second."

Defensive halfbacks
When the defensive halfback is attacked by a running play, ha
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approaches the play hut keep* his**If wider titan the widest nan (he he
blocker or bell carrier) coming out of the opponent*• beckfield.

When

coming op to aak* the tackle the halfback should bo aggressive but
under control.
the outside.

Sic Job la to turn the play la or make the tackle from
He newer allow* the hall carrier to gat outside of bias.

The defensive half beck takes care of hie territory first, then helps
hie fellow defensive backs.
When the play goes away frem the halfback he is a "conservative”
halfback.

He does not chase wildly and attempt to make the tackle

across the field.

When the play is definitely going away from him, the

defensive halfback move* to the area vacated by the safetyman*

He

plays football frem there, watching for trick plays, asked reverses,
transcontinental (across field) passes sad delayed plays of say type.

The Safetyman— 'hen the play is definitely established as a run—
moves laterally in the seme direction that the hell is going.
He novae as feat as the ball but a step behind.

When the bell

carrier turns upfield, the sefetymsn approaches him from mi inside-out
course at a 45 degree angle on a straight line.

The safetyman is

responsible for any "cut-backs” by the ball carrier and oust never over
run tike ball.
9* takes care of bis own territory first and only on long runs
should he ever bo forced to make tackles across the field.

Hie Job is

to prevent touchdowns— not firet downe.
The safetynan's approach to the ball carrier in the open field is
a "conservative" one— slide, jockey for position end, if need be g £8 £ X T 0 4 t £ s

Delay the runner's advance until help coeu Iron
of the sidelines.
The aafatynan oust aluaya be under control,
ball carrier coneervatlvely and nekae tackles with

1
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A good pass defease is built In early season practice.

Like a

house, pass defense mast be built on s good foundation, so utmost care
oust be given to the building of the foundation} everything that follows
will be dependent upon a solid foundation of fundamentals, principles,
be llof and execution.
Pass defense Is always taught on a lined field.

This gives the

defenders perspective regarding field position, vhlch Is very Important
to learning good pass defense.

Players m o t always know where they are

in relation to the sidelines and goal line.

A tearn that practices pass

defense on an unmarked field is vesting valuable tine.
Simplicity m e t be stressed and maintained during the important
phase of teaching pass defense (the first days of spring or early
season practice).

All learning must take place in progression.

cation of terminology m o t be avoided.

Dupli

For Instance, a back is always

referred to as e flanked back, an end Is always referred to as a spread
end.

These terms are not inter-changeable.
Basic principles and responsibilities taught during early season

practice must be lucid and remain constant.

The coach uses a positive

approach in all his teaching methods— there can be no fluctuating.
When teaching a specific point the coach cannot allow himself to say
if this happens-et cetera.1* Sc must say *Vhen this happens, you do
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»:h£»-«t cetera."

The negative approach of teaching causes doubt, then

hesitation ttri will lead to a breakdown of the pass defense.
Fast defenders moat learn by doing.

The writer believes in the

ten to c m ratio when teaching pass defense.

Tell the players once and

have them execute the Instructed maneuvers ten tines.
Maintaining verbal communication between defenders is stressed
from the outset of practice,

by talking to each other, the pass defense

men gain cohesion, ovoid confusion and reduce mistakes.

The importance

of talking to each other was amplified in Chapter IV under basic prin
ciples of pass defense.

It Is repeated here because of its Importance.

The writer docs not believe in over-coaching the Individual in
pass defense-particular-ly the good ones.

The challenge facing the

coach, when teaching the adept pass dafender, is to harness and channel
his aptitudes to ha is executing correctly and getting maximum perfor
mance t v m his innate abilities.
The reel test of a coach is to build a boy who is not endowed
with any appreciable aptitude for pass defense into s strong pass
defense man.

This is the real satisfaction in coaching— to build a weak

spot Into a strong point, than see him perform and experience success.

GLOSSARY Or TERMS

CROSSIMG PASS PATTERN, . .Two or aoro pass receiver* run a pass
pattern requiring them to cross la fxoot of, or behind, each
other,
SRAM P U t .

. .An offensive ploy designed to look Ilka a pass that
evolve* into sod terminates in a ranalog play.

TUXOLD BACK. • .As offensive bask who a s s u m e a position behind the
line of serImage, four yards or sore to the outside of his
nearest taannate on or behind the line of sarlmage.
PLAT PASS. . .A pass thrown from behind the line of e c r l m a g e to a
receiver stationed in the area either to the left or right
end three yards beyond the lino of scr image.
NOCK PASS. • .A peso thrown to a receiver who m a s straight dotmflald,
atop* then pivots around quickly and is facing the paster
vhen the football is thrown to hits.
U D R LOOPS, . .The asnsuveT vhen the defensive linemen novo Iron one
defensive spot to enethor In a looping or seal-circular nation.
LIME SLANTS. . .The maneuver when the defensive linemen wove fron one
defensive spot to another in a straight line.
PraCBZHO ENDS. . .A defensive end vho drives down herd to the inside and
behind the offensive line fron hie original position at the
and of the defensive line of scrimage.

n m tm

LINEBACKER. . .The tone as a Red Dog linebacker with a different
descriptive term.

RED DOG LI®BACKER.

. .A linebackor who runs through the defensive line

of scrimage, between his c m
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Unman,

attempting to got into

1
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the offensive bacfcflald.
SCREES PASS. • .A pass thrown, either CO the loft, right or « U 4 U and
behind the line of scr I m a g e , to a t t e t l n r oho has a "screen"
of blockers lined up in franc of bln.
SSGOBMJGf. • .The defensive becks who station th aneelves six to nine
yards behind the line of serisnag*.
spread

no.

. .An offensive end she essence e position, on ths lira of

serlsBuge, four yards or note to the outside of his M e r e s t
teessaste on the lira of u r t e s c t .
SQQA&E OUT PASS P A R K B X . . .A receiver runs straight dewnfiald, plants
hie inside foot end rune away Iran the tine of scrinraga on a
straight course to the sideline on his outside.
STATUE OF L D E K P r FIAT. . .A running play designed to fool ths opponent
because of the I n rabiUty or Mfrosen*faoadM countenance of
the faking heck.

Bancs the r a m , Statue

of

Liberty.

